
Then No One Can Have Her: A Dark Tale of
Obsession and Deception
In the captivating true crime thriller Then No One Can Have Her, author Caitlin
Rother takes readers on a haunting journey through the twisted world of Linda
Bergstrom, an intelligent and beautiful woman whose life takes a sinister turn
when she falls victim to the clutches of an obsessive and dangerous ex-husband.
This chilling narrative explores the depths of human obsession, the darkest
corners of the human psyche, and the lengths one woman will go to extricate
herself from a deadly web of manipulation.

Engaged to the Devil:

Linda Bergstrom had led a relatively ordinary life before she met her charismatic
and wealthy ex-husband, James F. Bergstrom. Like a moth to a flame, Linda
couldn't resist James' charm and apparent devotion. However, little did she know
that beneath his polished facade lied a heart filled with malice and a sinister
obsession for control.

As their relationship progressed, Linda soon discovered the true extent of James'
manipulative nature. She became entangled in a world full of constant
surveillance, psychological torment, and unrelenting emotional abuse. Yet,
despite her mounting fear, Linda mustered the strength to escape from the
clutches of her tormentor and filed for divorce.
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The Perfect Plan Unraveled:

Believing that the divorce would sever all ties with her abusive past, Linda
thought she could finally breathe a sigh of relief. However, James was not ready
to let go of his control over her. Determined to maintain his vice-like grip on her
life, he began an intricately planned and painstakingly executed scheme that
would lead to a shocking and devastating outcome.

Caitlin Rother highlights the intricate details of James Bergstrom's plotting,
offering readers a glimpse into the mind of a deranged individual whose
obsession knows no bounds. From premeditated acts of violence to the
meticulous manipulation of those around him, James would stop at nothing to
ensure that Linda would never find happiness without him.

An Eerie Investigation:

When Linda mysteriously vanished one cold winter night, leaving behind a chilling
crime scene, the investigation into her disappearance took a dramatic turn. Caitlin
Rother delves deep into the murder investigation, unveiling the shocking truth
behind Linda's fate and the painstaking efforts of law enforcement officials who
were determined to bring her killer to justice.
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With each turn of the page, readers are immersed in the chilling world of Linda's
twisted existence. Rother's meticulous research, combined with her storytelling
prowess, paints a haunting portrait of a woman victimized by the person she once
loved most.

A Tale of Survival:

While the story of Linda Bergstrom may be fraught with darkness and despair, it
is also a testament to the indomitable spirit of survival. The strength and
resilience shown by Linda throughout her harrowing ordeal serve as an
inspiration to those facing similar battles.

Then No One Can Have Her is a chilling tale that delves into the psychology of
obsession and the devastating consequences it can have on the lives of its
victims. Caitlin Rother's masterful storytelling and impeccably researched
narrative seamlessly blend true crime with the suspense of a psychological
thriller.

A Gripping Read:

Prepare to be enthralled and horrified as you journey through the dark, twisted
mind of an obsessive and manipulative killer. Then No One Can Have Her will
keep you on the edge of your seat from beginning to end, and long after you have
finished reading, you will find yourself contemplating the dangerous power of love
gone awry.



Interested in more true crime books?

If you enjoy the gripping narrative of Then No One Can Have Her and thirst for
more chilling true crime stories, dive into the world of Caitlin Rother's other
captivating works. With each page, Rother's unmatched storytelling ability brings
the dark side of humanity to life, leaving you spellbound and hungry for more.

Discover Caitlin Rother's collection of true crime books
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A New York Times bestselling author's “riveting, revealing and insightful” true
crime account of a bad marriage, divorce, and murder in Arizona (New York
Times bestselling author Suzy Spencer).

Artist and therapist Carol Kennedy thought she had married her soulmate. But
even when she was pregnant, her husband Steve DeMocker wouldn't stop
sleeping around, including with their midwife and multiple nannies. After Carol
finally divorced him, het body was found bludgeoned to death in her Arizona
ranch home. Steve was the prime suspect. Yet it took the authorities months to
arrest him—and years to convict . . .

Packed with twists and turns, this powerful real-life account reveals every bizarre
detail of this compelling case. It is a chilling chronicle of emotional abuse by a
controlling husband, and an unforgettable story of a woman who paid the ultimate
price for leaving a bad marriage. This edition includes investigation photos.

“A compelling crime story—dark, twisty, riveting.”—M. William Phelps

“Prepare to be hooked . . . a spellbinder.”—Katherine Ramsland
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